1969 ford f100 gas tank

New gas tanks are ready to install. Oversize shipping required. Model: F F F Years: in-cab tank.
Model: F F F Years: for 19 gal after axle tank. Model: F F F Years: Includes metal shield and vent
hose. Model: F F F Years: rear mount tank, without smog. Model: F F F Years: center mount
tank, without smog. Model: F F F Years: for under cab tank. Model: Econoline Years: vented.
Model: F F F F Years: vented. Model: F Years: non-vented. Model: F F Years: stepside. Model:
Econoline Years: chrome. Model: F F F F Years: chrome. Model: Econoline Years: stainless.
Model: F F F Years: stainless. Model: F F F F Years: ohms. Model: F F F Years: for steel before
axle tank, check picture for comparison. Model: Econoline Years: Holds the sending unit into
the gas tank. Model: F F F F Years: 1. Model: F F F F Years: in-cab tank. Model: F F F F Years:
for auxiliary tank. Also referred to as a sock. Slides onto fuel sending unit inside the gas tank.
Seals the floor pan where the steel fuel line goes through. Click to Close. Search Part Number.
Gas Tank Straps. Gas Neck Grommet for Auxiliary Tank. Gas Filler Door Bumpers. Gas Cap.
Locking Gas Cap. Econoline Gas Tank Sending Unit. Gas Tank Sending Unit Float. Gas Tank
Sending Unit Gasket. Gas Tank Sending Unit Filter. Auxiliary Fuel Tank Selector Switch. Gas
Line Grommet for Floor Pan. Gas Tank New gas tanks are ready to install. Fits vehicles Model:
Econoline Years: vented Model: F F F F Years: vented. Model: Econoline Years: chrome Model:
F F F F Years: chrome. Model: Econoline Years: stainless Model: F F F Years: stainless. Model:
F F F F Years: for steel before axle tank Model: F F F Years: for steel before axle tank, check
picture for comparison. Model: Econoline Years: Model: F F F F Years: 1. Model: Econoline
Years: Model: F F F F Years: for auxiliary tank. Few things sap the fun of driving your vintage
truck like a dead or inaccurate fuel gauge reading. Without the confidence of knowing exactly
how much juice is in the tank, it's natural to keep drives limited to what you believe is the range
in it. And that's no fun. It's a particularly prevalent problem in vintage Ford trucks, which is what
we found in a F project vehicle. To be honest, we'd been driving much too long with a dead
gauge and simply estimating the fuel level. When the tank ran dry and the truck conked out in
the driveway, we were thankful we hadn't yet made it to the highway; and we resolved to
diagnose and repair the problem. Fortunately, the gas gauge systems for vintage Ford trucks
and other makes are surprisingly simple: a variable-resistance sensor in the tank the sending
unit , the gauge and the wiring between them. Consequently, the problems can generally be
traced to only a handful of probable causesâ€”and in the cases where there's an in-cab tank,
including our F, testing the system is even easier. The curveball in our situation, however, was
the truck's dual fuel tanks, which meant the wiring for the gauge ran first into a switch that
changed the reading between the front and rear tanks. It was used with the floor-mounted
manual switch for the tanks themselves. After changing the tank source, the driver then flipped
the underdash switch to match the gauge reading with the respective tank. Years later, Ford
moved to a completely electronic changeover that changed the tank source and gauge reading
with the simple push of a single rocker switch. In our experience, tank reading problems are
rarely due to the gauge itself. Generally, they're rooted in a faulty fuel level sending unit in the
tank, a faulty voltage regulator on the instrument panel, or perhaps a wiring issue such as a bad
ground. Fortunately, voltage regulators and sending units are inexpensive and readily available
from most classic truck parts suppliers. Changing them is comparatively easy, particularly for
in-cab tanks. To prevent needless and time-consuming trial and error, a diagnostic multimeter is
required for diagnosis; having a test light on hand is a good idea, too. That's about it, apart from
a wrench or socket to remove and replace a faulty regulator or sending unit. We should also
note that while this project is focused on a truck, the test and procedures outlined cover models
from the earliest Effies to trucks into the '80s; and the basics aren't exclusive to Ford models,
either. All the vintage trucks of the era used similar systems and the diagnostic procedures,
particularly those regarding the sending unit, are pretty much universal. Even for those with
minimal electrical experience, this is an easy project to tackleâ€”and it sure beats playing the
guessing game when you're out on the road. The embarrassment of running dry will be your
own; and we're here to show you how to prevent it. Close Ad. Barry Kluczyk Author. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The standard version holds 19 gallons, those equipped with evap.
One of the most frequently-asked questions from owners of older Ford pickups is "How do I
remove the in-cab fuel tank and install a replacement under the bed? And some just simply feel
unsafe with the fuel tank inside the cab, wondering about the possible consequences in the
event of a serious collision. To those people I have a response: If you get into a serious enough
collision where the cab AND the fuel tank is breached, you're probably not going to be alive to
worry about the possibility of fire! However, a valid reason for wanting to relocate the tank
involves gas fumes inside the cab. If the filler neck grommet isn't completely sealed against the
cab wall, any drippage when refueling will seep into the cab, and the fumes make driving the
truck unpleasant. This problem can be solved by replacing the fuel filler neck grommet and fuel
cap, to ensure proper sealing. However, if you're set on removing the in-cab tank, for whatever

reason, you have several options available. Let's first take a moment and review the various
styles of optional fuel tanks available either from the factory or installed by the local Ford
dealer. Most of these trucks came with an auxiliary fuel tank which was mounted between the
frame rails under the cab and bed. These tanks are filled from the side, with ''69 trucks having a
filler neck located above the beltline, while the ''72 trucks have the filler neck below the beltline.
If you're fortunate enough to find a CS in a salvage yard, be sure to grab all the hardware,
including the tank, filler neck, lines, cross-frame bracket, fuel tank straps, skid plate and in-bed
fuel filler neck cover Fig. Installing this tank will require cutting a hole in the side of the bed and
another hole in the bed floor to install the filler neck. Click to enlarge Fig. The ''72 trucks had the
filler neck located below the beltline pictured on the right. Just for the visual, here are some
shots of the above style of factory auxiliary tank taken as I was doing a mock installation on my
'67 prior to getting the pieces cleaned up and painted. You can see that width of the tank will
interfere with the installation of a dual-exhaust system, requiring both pipes to run down the
passenger side. As I get the the tank and hardware cleaned and painted, I'll replace the pictures
on this page. These tanks will work on either longbed or shortbed trucks and hold 25 gallons of
fuel. If equipped with a single tank, such as on Camper Specials with the built-in toolbox in the
side of the bed, the tank will be mounted on the driver's side. Trucks without the built-in toolbox
might have dual tanks. This style can be easily spotted by their lightweight aluminum doors
mounted on the fender exterior. These tanks hang from the bottom of the bed outside the frame
with long bolts and retaining straps. They are not equipped with sending units, so they are
unsuitable for use as primary tanks without some additional work to add one. The wooden slat
on the ground beside the tank is one of several used as insulators between the tank and the
bed. You can also see the notch towards the rear of this tank which is necessary to clear the
leaf spring mounting bracket. Here's another example of some dealer-installed auxiliary tanks,
also commonly know as 'saddle tanks'. These plastic tanks have no visible filler on the outside
of the truck because each tank's filler neck is located inside the rear wheelwell. I'm not sure if
these are equipped with sending units I'll check into it. Note the rear fuel door and the lack of
fuel filler opening on the cab Another factory option for an auxiliary fuel tank which can be used
as a bolt-on for the ''72 era of Ford pickups actually was an option during the ''79 era. Because
the rear frame rails from the rear of the cab on back on the ''79 2WD trucks are 4" wider than the
previous generation, the standard rear-mounted fuel tanks cannot be used. These highboys still
used the in-cab tank, but a plastic gallon auxiliary tank was available which fit between the rear
frame rails. It was filled from the side, so an access door would have to be fabricated on the bed
side for refueling see Fig. Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on your webpage.
Click to enlarge. All rights reserved. All brand names and product names used on this website
are trade names, service marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion
or content of this site may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To
report problems or provide comments or suggestions, please click here. Fuel Tank Discussion
and Options. The notorious in-cab tank. NOTE: Additional photos of the auxiliary tank
installation can be found here. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. Product B Billet aluminum fuel hose clamp
ends from Billet Specialties. Clean alternative to plain hose clamps or loud anodised colors.
They are available for both braided and rubber hose and in most popular sizes. View Product
Details. Three piece universal billet aluminum pedal kits from Billet Specialties. This kit comes
with easy to use drill templates and the necessary stainless steel hardware for installation. Billet
Specialties aluminum in-line fuel filters for carbureted applications. Product CX Universal fuel
tank sending unit for various GM and other models that require a 90 ohm sender. Designed for
use with OE or aftermarket ohm gauges, each sending unit includes the sender, float, float rod,
hardware, Product H In addition to the transmission control, drive by wire, and dual wideband
oxygen Product This clamp is reproduced to exact factory specifications and include correct
style clamp with attaching screw. Product AL This accelerator rod is for use when modifications
will not allow the use of the original rod between the Finally an affordable high-performance
race carburetor! Product CBK. Damage to pistons, rings and other components can be caused
by accidently dropping something into your carb while the air cleaner assembly is off. Designed
specifically to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure
and to prevent fuel pump amperage overloads from damaging the vehicle's electrical system.
Set includes: 30 amp heavy MSD's standard fuel set is kept simple thanks to Atomic's built in
fuel rails and returnless design, less hardware to put together and less fuel line to run. Set
Included: Fuel If your vehicle already has an electric fuel pump with a return line in place, you
might not need to replace it. If this situation fits your car, consider the Throttle Body Set. The
crown jewel of the Atomic EFI system is of Product D. Aluminum saves weight and look great.
The tumble polished aluminum finish will keep its The Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System is a

fuel pump system designed to support up to horse power in naturally aspirated applications or
it can be configured as a main and secondary pump to support up to horse power Includes
throtttle body, power module with wide band O2 sensor and handheld controller. Supports up to
hp at the Product C. It's a good idea to relay your fuel pump for the street and a must when
you're racing. Designed specifically to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain
constant fuel pump pressure and to prevent fuel pump amperage Chrome plated copper
dual-feed fuel lines for Holley carburetors. Product DPA. Lokar Duo-Pak throttle cable set will
easily adapt to most gas pedals and throttle assemblies. Cable comes equipped with aluminum
fittings and aluminum ferrules to eliminate fraying and feature a "U-Cut-to-Fit" outer housing
Product CB The Hot Rod Series is a versatile performer designed for the most discerning street
enthusiast. Featuring lightweight die-cast aluminum components, the HR-Series offer all the
tunability you would expect from more expensive This Quick Fuel Super Street carburetor offers
race performance in a lightweight, street-friendly package. This carburetor is manufactured
from aluminum and designed for maximum tunability through idle feed adjustment and Product
BAG This beautifully carved brushed billet aluminum throttle assembly has a spring-loaded pad
like the OE design and features a splined removable lower arm for versatility in mounting to the
right or left of the bracket. Product TCA. This Lokar Hi-Tech "U-Cut-to-Fit" outer housing with a
"U-Cut-to-Fit" stainless inner wire throttle cable is designed with a specially extruded liner for
extended service life and innovative clevis cable ends to eliminate the When converting a
carbureted vehicle to an EFI system that requires a fuel return system, there's no longer any
need to buy an expensive fuel tank. Product TT Thermo-Flex Aluminum is a composite heat
shield material with unlimited uses. The material is manufactured with a combination of
materials to provide abrasion-resistance, thermal insulation, and physical containment of hoses
Product AE These billet line clamps are great for cleaning up your engine bay and securing your
metal plumbing lines. Clamps are manufactured from aluminum and feature black Delrin inserts.
Product GPS Pedal floor spacers are recommended when installing the pedal on vehicles with
thick carpet or under carpet padding. Made in USA. This spirit has lead to the development of
Silver Dip Spin Coating. Sold individually. Use as required. Product D The Street Demon
redefines the street carburetor with clean looks, brisk performance, and universal design. The
Street Demon supports stock and mildly modified V8's with smooth, crisp throttle response. A
dual bolt pattern Product BG Gleaming polish not your style? Then take a look at this stealthy
black anodized billet spring-loaded throttle assembly that features a removable lower arm and is
splined for versatile mounting to either the right or left Product BFG Product GPSB.
2008 ford fusion manual transmission
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Pedal floor spacers are recommended when installing on vehicles with thick carpet or carpet
padding. Product DPC. Express sleeving is a combination of a high-temperature insulation
material and a highly reflective Mylar foil with a Velcro closure. The sleeving is designed to
simply and effectively protect wire, hoses, and cables from This chrome universal carb return
bracket is designed to replace the original bracket for most carburetors. Adds a high
performance touch to any carburetor. Offers stainless steel construction for a performance
appearance and long lasting dependability. Will replace the original exactly. Product DC Fits
Holley and 2 bbl. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes.
Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Universal Accelerator Throttle Rod. Perfect Flow
Fuel Delivery System. All Categories Fuel System. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

